CalTrans said that it would be viable to have a 45-mile-an-hour
speed limit in this direct area. This direct area is like this.
There is not a one of us residents that would even dare to drive
45 miles per hour. I drive with my foot on the brake until I get
down past that and around the steepest curve down there. And I
think that's the McFadden's place, I'm not positive. But it's
just going to generate wear and tear on our country road as well
as noise pollution and traffic is just--it's going to happen.
There are going to be accidents. There are going to be
accidents. And you hear the big rigs driving up and down the
mountain road and they put on their Jake brakes and you just
could not imagine the noise and they're going to be having at
least what [they say]--to 2014 before their building will be
done. Construction. I think two years for the winery itself and
then two more years for the cave. And they're talking about
these green vines that they're going to have on top of their
building. How long will it take for these vines to establish and
grow--and fill in to be a green roof? I don't know if anybody
thought about that or not. But I'm just very opposed to it. I
have--like I said--lived there for 34 years and why should my
lifestyle be changed because they want to bring a business in. I
just--I don't know how else to explain my objection to this
winery. It is not a business-zoned area. It is agriculture.
Agriculture means growing produce and plants.
And other than that, I guess, I don't have anything else to
say. I do live--you know, where--as Mr. Hallett said, sound does
carry. And if they're going to be--they said subdued lighting-well, I might not be able to see the lighting there, but I'm
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sure Mr. Hallett will. And--but the noise--noise limit is usally
10:00 p.m. at night--so they can visibly be doing their
construction until ten o'clock at night. And what I'm worried
about also is with running a business there because we are so
close together, what's that going to do to the wildlife in my
yard. We don't trim our prune trees or my apple tree so that the
deer and fox can come and enjoy and partake of the fruit. We've
had quail and quail nests. We buy crack corn and throw it out in
the yard for the quail and the other birds that want to come and
partake of it. We sit and we enjoy watching the wildlife. The
wildlife is going to be run off. It's not going to be there
anymore. And I don't think that's fair to the wildlife or to me.
And that's, I guess, all I have to say. I thank you very much.
CHAIRPERSON PHILLIPS: Thank you. Is there anyone else
who...
MS. BASDEN:

Oh. One other thing, I'm sorry.

CHAIRPERSON PHILLIPS: No, no [inaudible] .
MS. BASDEN:

I was very upset with the letter that they

wrote, saying how they had been in the valley for ten years,
which was nice, it started out a really nice letter. Been in the
valley--Napa valley for ten years. We met and married here and
we have purchased the property at 2400 Soda Canyon Road and we
intend to build a small family home. Oh. No problem. Then--and a
small business winery. Come on. I'm some dumb but I'm not plum
dumb. I doubt that they even expect to ever build a home and
live there. They do have concerns with six other places, they
said. Why not enlarge and incorporate their winery business into
one of those or consolidate them and have one big entity. Why
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bring up--four and a half miles up a country road and disrupt
everything. It's a business that it is going to--in

[inaudible]

traffic, there is no doubt about it, and partying and noise. I
don't know. I just--I just am so opposed to it. I just can't get
my thoughts into words strong enough to get across to you that I
sure you hope--I hope that you would oppose it. And if nothing
else, at least give us a 90-day time period so that we can get

e
9

our eggs--our chickens in a row too.
CHAIRPERSON PHILLIPS:

LC

MS. BASDEN:

11

CHAIRPERSON PHILLIPS:

Thank you.

Thank you.

L2

speak on this matter?

L3

HELEN KEPLINGER:

Is there anyone else wishing to

Hi. My name is Helen Keplinger. I live at

.4

1681 King Avenue in Alta Heights, Napa. I'm also not a great

L5

public speaker so bear with me.

L6

It's such an inspiration to see a project like this come

L7

into fruition. A young couple who are not independently wealthy,

18

they're not backed by investors, they're not a large commercial

i3

operation, but they're working and saving and planning and they

20

buy a piece of property and they build a winery, it's a house

21

and boutique wine production. This winery and the caves will

22

total 11,000 square feet, that's with the roof, obviously, we're

23

actually talking more like 9,000 square feet, considering the

24

winery and the caves. And it would have a capacity of 9,000

25

cases of barrel storage and since this winery is producing

26

mostly red wine, those wines are aged for two years in barrel,

27

so you have to realize that's only five thousand, forty-five

28

hundred or five thousand cases a year. It's really similar in
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size to White Rock Vineyards, which is also in Soda Canyon. And
White Rock actually has some seven thousand square feet of
caves, it's also similar in size. Those are friends of mine.
I've gone out to that winery a lot. I haven't noticed an
increase in traffic. The--I think the cover--just from a
winemaking perspective, because that's my line of work, I think
the covered crush area will really help contain the noise.
Bottling would be done in a truck, so all of that noise is also
contained. Bottling for five thousand cases can be done three
days a year. It's not a lot of time. They like to start at 8:00
a.m. and finish by 5:00. They don't [inaudible] it. Five
thousand cases is about a hundred tons of production. If you
average five to ten tons a day of processing, that's, say, ten
to twenty days a year. Delivery trucks aren't going to be that
many. [Big to small trucks.] This isn't a huge production
facility. It's a hundred tons. Small.
As a resident of Napa this seems like the ideal kind of
winery. It's small. It's family owned. It will provide jobs and
produces small production of great wine. The winery is green and
will be LEED certified, which shows a commitment to sustainable,
eco-minded development. The small winery building will be
located up against the hill and the majority of it--not the
majority I guess, two-thousand square feet of it will be in
caves, so invisible from the outside. Even the roof will be
green-growing to further camouflage the winery and to help it
blend in beautifully with its surroundings.
Clearly great lengths have been taken to ensure that this
respects the location, the environment and the neighbors to the
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utmost. This doesn't surprise me. It impresses me. Shatzi
Throckmorton and Mike Hirby are not only hardworking, but
they're smart, intelligent, nature-loving and committed to being
responsible stewards of their land. They want to make a positive
investment in their community and be community members who give
back. They are really good people. They'll make great neighbors.
They are conscientious, level-headed and caring. They also
really love good food and wine and sharing life with friends.
This project is the dream of two very committed and
responsible people. It's a dream that inspires someone like me
with my own family, a small wine label to dream about with my
husband. I think it's important that we share and support each
other's dreams, especially when they're in the form of such good
development projects and something so intelligent as Relic Wine
Cellars.
It's a small family-owned, LEED-certified aesthetically
minded winery which will contribute to what makes Napa so
special and such a desirable place for tourists, a place for
retirement and a home in which to raise a family, work and live.
Thank you very much.
CHAIRPERSON PHILLIPS:
LES BEHRENS:

Thank you.

Hello. My name is Les Behrens and I live at

1547 Main St. in St. Helena, which is far away from this
project, but I do have experience with the two applicants,
Shatzi Throckmorton, I've worked in the community for ten years
and I also own a small family winery and family--! have to
emphasize--! know what a family winery is. My wife, Lisa
Drinkward and I, are two-thirds [of a production team] and after
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18 years we are two-thirds of a [production team]. we ao tne
work. We do everything. Shatzi works for us because frankly when
it comes to paperwork and running a business we suck.
[Inaudible] And when you're actually running your business and
you are a small family business and you care about integrity and
honesty, you hire someone who has those things and after ten
years I've got to tell you that the only problem I have with all
of this is that she may someday leave us because I have never
met anyone who is more honest than this girl. She--and so if
they say they are going to do something they will do it. I think
the sadness in some of the things that I am feeling here is that
there's people who are objecting to things that they perceived
and they haven't actually taken the time to meet these people.
Some of you may have. I know that you know that this is Napa
Valley and so you know the definition of small winery [and big
winery] I don't have to educate you, and you've looked at the
plans. It amazes me the amount of work that they have gone
through, frankly, to satisfy the needs of the neighbors even the
needs the neighbors don't known that they have.
I'll just add that we've been to the site, I took my 15year-old daughter to the site. She has also known her since she
was five years old. And I said, well there's a problem with the
neighborhood because their neighbors are worried that they are
going to build a winery in a residential neighborhood.
[Inaudible] all of you have gone up to the neighbor--the
residential neighborhood because my 15-year-old daughter said,
well, I don't see a residential neighborhood. This is out in the
country. And I said, well, it looks like it's out in the
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country, apparently, someone doesn't, so I would add to this
that you want to object to this project, which I think is pretty
appropriate for the site, is that maybe rezone this particular
area to a residential neighborhood. Have dense housing and
within a short period of time none of you would want to live
here ever again. I mean the truth of the matter is I know it's
been said over and over again, but what makes this valley
special, what makes it a great place to live is because it is an
agricultural area. The agriculture no one knows--! know they
were talking about chickens earlier and some of you who may not
know that roosters don't lay eggs. Agriculture in Napa Valley is
for grapes. Grapes only exist because you have the wineries.
Small family wineries are kind of a dying breed, it's what you
want to have. It's what kind makes your community the special
place that it is. You know, if you go to Boys and Girls Club you
go to the local clinic, you go to whatever, you will find that
all the local wineries have donated because they are interested
in their community and I think honestly that's the kind of
people you want and I think that if the neighbors would talk to
them on a one-to-one basis they would understand. Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON PHILLIPS:

Thank you Mr. Behrens. If you really

need to speak, we've covered most of the issues, but if you...
MS. BASDEN:

I really need to speak.

CHAIRPERSON PHILLIPS:

Okay. [Inaudible.]

Right and if you

could keep it to issues that we haven't been covered--that have
not been covered.
MS. BASDEN:

This is--this is [inaudible] looking for and

I'm sorry about that.
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COMIMSSIONER FIDDAMAN:

Your name for the record

[inaudible] .
CHAIRPERSON PHILLIPS:

Please repeat your name for the

record.
MS. BASDEN:

Pardon?

CHAIRPERSON PHILLIPS:

You'll have to restate your name for

the record.
MS. BASDEN:

Okay. I'm sorry. I'm Dorothy Basden. I reside

at 2440 Soda Canyon Rd. One of my biggest fears also is we let
them come in and they build their business and their small
winery. We open the door for that to happen. We let them come in
and then there's no stopping anybody else that wants to come in
and make--and build a business up in the country, up on the side
of the mountain. They might not call it a residential because
we're not in a blacktop jungle with our houses where we can spit
in a neighbor's yard. But my fear is opening the door for them
to build a business and then anybody who wants to follow after
that and I do think that that is a big point to take into
consideration. Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON PHILLIPS:

Thank you. Okay. Please, if you

could state your name and address.
LISA DRINKWARD:

Good morning. My name is Lisa Drinkward, I

live at 1547 Main St. in St. Helena. I, too, am not a public
speaker. I did not prepare anything today, but I wanted to stand
and say that I've known Shatzi and Mike for ten years now and
Shatzi's worked for us for ten years and she's become our
friend. These are people of integrity and taste.
I don't think you have to worry about negative impacts on
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your neighborhood. Our winery is up on Spring Mountain, wnich is
also a quiet area on a dangerous road. I understand people
concerned about noise. I understand people concerned about
traffic dangers. We have a lot of trucks coming up our road and
we worry about that as well. But winery noise is different from
residential noise. Our winery is very quiet. We have machinery
running during harvest hours, but other than that [we're done-we're quiet most of the time of the year. We don't have noise at
night. We don't have noise early in the mornings.
I'm talking in circles because I don't have notes and it's
hard to follow Helen and the last speaker, they're doing a much
better job than I'm doing. But what I wanted to say is these are
neighbors that you would appreciate having because they care
about the environment, they care about the wildlife. They care
about not making a big impact on their world. They care about
giving back and I [could state] that you'd be really lucky to
have them in your neighborhood.
CHAIRPERSON PHILLIPS:

Thank you Ms. Drinkward. Okay, if

there is anybody that hasn't spoken that has something new to
add, then they may speak, and otherwise I think that you have
quite a bit of information here.
BRIAN DICKSON:

Sorry. I'll keep this short. My name is

Brian Dickson. I live at 2600 Soda Canyon Rd. I did not plan on
speaking. I brought a letter to bring--to present because I only
recently found out about this project. I am not within the
County-mandated, apparently, notification area, so, you know, I
object to this characterization that all of the neighbors have
been notified because I only found out about this project
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because of word of mouth from some nearby neighbors. So my
concerns are--echo my neighbors. My interests are related to
traffic safety, water usage and noise issues. So I'll present my
written comments.
I also object to the characterization that this is an evil
cadre of neighbors that area trying to screw up life dreams for
nice people. As the council agonized over the chicken issue
earlier, I think everybody knows that the door will be closed on
the window of opportunity to make a comment on this once
agricultural approval has been obtained, so this is our one and
only chance to make our concerns known, so the characterization
that we are trying to screw things up for nice people, I think,
is misstated.
Also, one new thing that has not been addressed, and I
think has been mischaracterized is the issue of that there has
been talk about CalTrans has approved this. I don't think that's
true at all. There was a civil engineer that cited a CalTrans
design manual in his traffic estimation of the project. He
mischaracterized it. The CalTrans manual. In fact if you look at
the CalTrans manual, which is a PDF file, easily found, the
CalTrans citation refers to a flat slope. Soda Canyon Road in
that project area is not a flat slope. This CalTrans manual
indicates a 20-percent increase in site distance. That
engineer's factual observations were in fact aspirational
observations of the area and assume that trees would be cut down
and fences moved to create those site paths, so that's a factual
mischaracterization that has been glossed over so far in this-other than that my other objections are in written form. I don't
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what know the mechanism for submitting those objections is, so
I'll have to be instructed on that.
CHAIRPERSON PHILLIPS: Certainly. If you could just pass
them to your right. Thank you Mr. Dickson.
THOMAS THORNTON:

Hello. My name is Tom Thornton. I'm a

resident of St. Helena with the address 1505 Stockton St. I just
want to speak--I'm an architect and I'd like to just speak to
the architectural and site planning aspects of this project.
I have known Mike Hirby for about a year. I bought from him
his prize Blue Ridge acoustic guitar so he could help pay for
the fees that were mounting on this project, and since knowing
him from that time, I have a lot of respect for him and his
qualities of standard expressed through his wine and I think in
this project as well. Whether I have--I have made a life--my
professional life had been built around quality--producing
quality designs and mitigating community concerns on projects
that have impacts on the public. I have an environmental studies
degree from a college back in the 70s when the word environment
wasn't even used very commonly and a master's degree in
architecture from Harvard. I have a 20-year practice in New York
City [preparing the four landmarks preservation committee and]
community groups and so forth on projects of a large magnitude.
I have a pet interest in the small wineries that are built
in and around Napa County because that was one of the main
reasons I moved here in the mid 90s because I am so impressed
with the quality of--the majestic quality and the quality of
design of wineries in the agricultural landscape, which are sort
of a signature image of this area. And like I said I make a
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point of following a lot of the small winery designs. I made a
point of coming down and making an independent review of the
application and I find that the architecture is really of a high
standard. I know it has an industrial quality, or what I would
call functionalism, but I think it was very sensitively designed
and I think I would divide wineries, basically, particularly in
the current idioms as balance between foreground buildings,
which are meant to be seen, of a strong architectural style that
are sort of a logo for the business, and background winery
buildings, which are more subdued, such as Mike Hirby's project,
which are built into the hill and are sort of ecologically
sensitive.
I respect all the comments from the neighbors and I'm not
here really to address those concerns because I'm not sure about
all those things, but I do have--I do think that my own opinion-that this is a very high-quality project that I would not
object with being in my neighborhood. I have a vineyard up in
northern Calistoga and I would not object to that [inaudible],
in fact I'd be proud of a design of that nature being built next
door to me there.
I would make a challenge to Mike and Shatzi that I have a
lot of confidence in the engineering community. The notion--the
conceptual notions of a green trellis roof is really--is an
ambitious idea and I would challenge them to put enough work and
effort into that to ensure that that actually grows. My friend
and architectural classmate who designed at least one here in
the Valley and I know--had a very challenging time designing the
grass berms that surround that building and I know how much work
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went into that and I would put their design in that category
that the green trellis roof would be as strong and possibly
impact [inaudible] as Scott Johnson's grass berms around Opus
One if it's executed properly. I also think that the sewer
issue, if properly engineered, properly specified, properly
constructed will be a win, because I just have faith in the
engineering

[inaudible] for the underground drip system so I-

those are my remarks. Thank you and [inaudible].
CHAIRPERSON PHILLIPS: Thank you.
JON WEBB:

Jon Webb, 1113 Hunt. A few quick comments about

comments that were brought after my presentation. Mr. Dickson
and Ms. Doran were not notified. We did not send them a letter.
They were not on the County's notification list and so we did
not [reply to them] in writing [inaudible.] We--once Ms. Doran
submitted a letter a day or two ago we immediately called her.
Excuse me. And--tried to have a discussion with her about
[inaudible] and essentially were informed that she did not want
a winery there at all. I hope that no one feels it sounds like
some of you feel--but it's never our intention to portray
anybody as evil neighbors. No one said evil neighbors. We
understand where the neighbors are coming from and we do not at
all discount the sensitivities or concerns. Again, we felt we
had a good outreach program, but without a dialogue as to how
can we make this work for everybody, it was hard to make changes
or address specific issues.
In regards to the CalTrans speed, again, our engineer
concluded that the speed in that area would probably be 45 miles
an hour. If you drive to that site from the west or the east, on
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the approach of approximately a 900-foot straightaway in front
of the winery property, very windy coining from the east very
windy downhill. Coming from the west, very windy. You have to
slow down to 35 miles an hour to make it through those curves.
So by the time you get to the winery, or out of those curves you
should be going 30 to 35 miles an hour and that is realistically
more what the speed is in [front of you]. Again, [creating] a
safer traffic [inaudible] .
CHAIRPERSON PHILLIPS:

Can I ask you a quick question

regarding that? You know, about the point that Mr. Dickson
wrote--brought up in his letter regarding the observations
assume that the certain proposed changes had been made,
including removal of trees and relocation of fencing?
MR. WEBB:

Yeah, the site distance is--through the east is

accomplished by removing two trees, which we've indicated and
again part of our road exception request and our site distance
we talk about limiting trees and/or removing these two trees.
CHAIRPERSON PHILLIPS:

And the fencing as well? Or is

that. . .
MR WEBB:

We have not proposed removing the fencing. It's a

currently a vineyard wire fence that you are able to see through
[and behind]. The fence could be moved if that was an issue, but
again, in running this through Public Works, they felt it was
fine

by limiting the trees and limiting the vegetation.
CHAIRPERSON PHILLIPS:
MR. WEBB:

Sorry. Continue, please.

And the other item that was brought up by Ms.

Basden--excuse me--did I pronounce that correctly? The only time
that a facility can operate until ten o'clock [inaudible] normal
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operational hours throughout the year are until five o'clock.
CHAIRPERSON PHILLIPS:

And then the letter that just came

in was wondering if that is feasible during harvest to keep to a
10:00 p.m. quitting time.
MR. WEBB:

Yeah. I mean, it'll be shut down and cleaned up

and done by ten, if not sooner.
CHAIRPERSON PHILLIPS:

Are there any questions for Mr.

Webb?
MR. WEBB:

Oh, and I'm sorry, one more. The letter was--the

outreach letter was written the 13th and it was mailed on the
16th, which was Friday, so, why they didn't show up [until the
date they said earlier was the 27th] , we don't know, but they
were written the 13th and sent Friday the 16th of July. And that's
all for me. Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON PHILLIPS:

Thank you. I'm going to close the

public hearing and bring it back to the Commission.
MR. MCDOWELL:

Before the Commission starts its

deliberations I just want to confirm that all of the
Commissioners received Mr. Dickson's letter and have had an
opportunity to review it.
COMMISSIONERS:

Yes.

CHAIRPERSON PHILLIPS:

You guys are a bunch of Chatty

Cathys today. Commissioner Fiddaman.
COMMISSIONER FIDDAMAN:

I'll go first. I guess I'd have to

say--and particularly to the neighbors who have taken the
trouble to come out here today that considering the general
aspect of this application and the quality of the design and
really all the different aspects of it, I have been quite
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